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Tight-binding coherent potential approximation study of ferromagnetic La2/3Ba1/3MnO3

D. A. Papaconstantopoulos
Complex Systems Theory Branch, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

W. E. Pickett
Department of Physics, University of California, Davis, California 95616

~Received 19 November 1997!

The local-spin-density band structure of a virtual-crystal model of ferromagnetic La2/3Ba1/3MnO3, reported
earlier by Pickett and Singh@Phys. Rev. B53, 1146 ~1996!#, has been fit to an accurate orthogonal tight-
binding ~TB! model. This TB Hamiltonian has spin-independent hopping parameters, and the exchange split-
ting is confined solely to the Mn on-site parameters« t2g↓2« t2g↑53.44 eV and«eg↓2«eg↑52.86 eV. The
crystal-field splitting, as reflected in the Mnd energies, is 1.77 eV for majority spin and 1.19 eV for minority
spin. Oxygenps and pp states are allowed distinct site energies, and the derived crystal-field splitting is
«pp2«ps 5 1.47 eV. Local Mnd site energy disorder, arising from the random distribution of La31 and
Ba21 ions, has been treated within the TB coherent potential approximation. The intrinsic resistivity in the
fully polarized phase from this charge disorder is estimated to be 15mV cm. @S0163-1829~98!05020-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The class of manganitesA12x
31 Bx

21MnO3 with perovskite
structure were found by von Helmoltet al.,1 Jin et al.,2 and
numerous following investigators to display a negative ‘‘c
lossal magnetoresistance’’~CMR! at the onset of ferromag
netic order forx' 1

3 as the temperature is lowered. Since th
time, a remarkable variety of behaviors has been observe
x, temperatureT, magnetic fieldH, and constituentsA andB
are varied.3 In addition to CMR, various charge- and spi
ordered phases are observed. Insulator-to-metal transi
have been observed as a function of temperature~original
CMR observations!, of field, of cation constituents, of im
posed x-ray flux, and~at the proper temperature! of O iso-
tope mass.4 The system is obviously close to a meta
insulator instability that can be tuned in several ways, w
varying outcomes.

Theoretical modeling of these materials has proceede
several directions. A popular approach has been to pursu
‘‘double exchange’’ idea proposed by Zener5 and extended
in very early work.6,7 There are conflicting conclusions re
ported in the literature, even for the simplest models.8,9 More
complex models have been proposed; for example, Ma
ferro, Balsiero, and Alascio10 introduced a model that in
cluded charge disorder, spin disorder, and Coulomb re
sion, but only studied it in certain limiting cases. It is st
unclear what aspects of the manganites are essential fo
unusual phenomena that have been observed.3

The electronic structure of LaMnO3, CaMnO3, and cer-
tain intermediate concentrations~ordered supercells an
virtual-crystal treatments! have been studied extensive
within local-spin-density-functional theory in a variety o
ways.11–16 In Secs. II and III, we report an accurate tig
binding ~TB! analysis of the Slater-Koster type17 for the
band structure of thex5 1

3 virtual-crystal alloy in the ferro-
magnetically aligned state.16 This analysis allows the identi
fication of the important hopping amplitudes that are nee
for model Hamiltonian studies. We also obtain crystal-fie
570163-1829/98/57~20!/12751~6!/$15.00
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splittings and exchange splittings on the Mn ion that a
necessary to address the colossal magnetoresistance phe
ena that are observed in this system.

To study an aspect that has been neglected so far,
effects on the carriers of charge disorder in the cation~La-
Ba! sublattice, in Sec. IV we present a TB coherent poten
approximation~CPA! treatment of the ferromagnetic syste
with randomly distributed cations. This study quantifies t
effects of disorder scattering on the carriers, and leads
quantitative estimates of the minimum resistivity achieva
at low temperature. The way in which the TB parametriz
tion is done also prepares the methods to treat spin diso
at a later stage.

II. TIGHT-BINDING HAMILTONIAN

The TB fit of the band structure follows the methods a
conventions established earlier.18 In these manganites the O
p bands are centered well below the Mnd bands, and the
bands aroundEF can be readily identified as the Mnd bands.
Therefore a minimal basis set might be comprised solely
effectived states on the Mn ions. However, since the dire
overlap of the actuald orbitals on nearest-neighbor Mn ion
is negligible, the hybridization via the intermediary Op
states is an essential feature of the electronic structure
allow more flexibility in representing the band structure
the top of thed bands, we have also included La~Ba! s and
d states~which lie lower than Lap states! and Mns states,
as well as the Mnd and Op states.

As is conventional for accurate fits, the crystal-field sp
ting of d states at a cubic site is taken into account («eg

Þ« t2g
) on both Mn and La ions. In addition, an unconve

tional but very useful feature is to allow the crystal-fie
splitting of the Op states. The O site symmetry isC4 ~te-
tragonal!, leading to aps orbital and twopp orbitals~taking
Mn to lie along the localẑ axis of the O ion!. This distinction
leads to one additional on-site parameter.
12 751 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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12 752 57D. A. PAPACONSTANTOPOULOS AND W. E. PICKETT
The Hamiltonian is set up assuming orthogonal basis
bitals. Such orbitals correspond to Wannier functions, a
the ‘‘Mn d orbital,’’ for example, will represent in addition
to the Mnd atomic orbital a combination of neighboring Op
orbitals with the same symmetry. In our fit, 20 bands in ea
spin channel have been used, with 35 evenly spacedk points
in the irreducible Brillouin zone for each band. For the hig
symmetryk pointsG andR we carried out the block diago
nalization of our 21321 secular equation and fitted the 21
band as well. This was fairly important in improving the T
fit by identifying the correct symmetry of the states. On
first-neighbor interactions have been included, with the
ception that second-neighbor O-O parameters were retai
The rms deviation between corresponding linear augme
plane-wave and TB eigenvalues was 0.20 eV for the majo
spin and 0.15 eV for the minority spin over the entire
bands. For the fived bands that are of greatest interest, t
rms errors are 0.12 eV for the majority bands and 0.08 eV
the minority bands.

One way of proceeding is to fit majority and minori
bands completely separately, which was done initially. Ho
ever, in what we present here we have followed a m
physical route by fitting both directions of spin with hoppin
parameters that are independent of spin. In addition, the
site parameters are spin split only for the Mneg and t2g
states; other on-site parameters are spin independent.
find that a very good fit to both spin directions can be o
tained with this procedure, and it leads to a more pedagog
interpretation of the results. The total number of paramet
which is 35, is also reduced by almost a factor of 2 from
number ~6653332! that would have been used for a
equivalent basis for the two spins separately.

III. FIT TO THE VIRTUAL-CRYSTAL ALLOY

A. Examination of parameters

The TB parameters are presented in Table I. It should
kept in mind that the parameters of this orthogonal TB r
resentation may not represent atomic values accurately; h
ever, most model Hamiltonian approaches desire parame
in an orthogonal~Wannier! representation. In a TB fit, it is
common to focus on the ‘‘minimal basis set,’’ which in th
case comprises the Mnd and the Op states, and to eithe
neglect or at least downplay other states and the assoc
parameters.

On-site energies.The Las andd and Mns site energies
lie 5–10 eV above the Fermi level, and will not be discuss
in detail. The Mn crystal-field splitting«eg

2« t2g
is spin-

dependent: 1.77 eV for the majority spin where thet2g states
are completely occupied and often treated as ‘‘corelike,’8,9

and 1.19 eV for the minority spin where Mnd occupation is
slight. Somewhat surprising is the large crystal-field splitti
on the O ion,«pp2«ps51.47 eV, justifying our decision to
allow this splitting. The resulting exchange splittings on t
Mn d states are 3.44 eV fort2g and 2.86 eV foreg . Note that
these values are distinct from what would be obtained fr
G12 andG258 eigenvalues, which contain strong contributio
from hybridization processes.

The other energy difference of interest is the mean diff
ence between Mnd and Op levels,
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«d2«p[~ 3
5 «̄ t2g

1 2
5 «̄eg

!2~ 1
3 «ps1 2

3 «pp!

520.472~23.07!52.60 eV. ~1!

Here «̄ indicates the spin-averaged value. This value of«d
2«p is smaller that would be estimated from looking at t
density of states, which includes the effect of band mixi
that leads to net repulsion between the Mnd and the Op
bands.

Transfer integrals.The Mn-O hopping processes are e
pected to be the most important, and we obtain the ra
large values of (dps)511.81 eV and (dpp)520.89 eV.
The direct nearest-neighbor O-O hopping parame
(pps)5 0.46 is also important, while (ppp)520.07 is sub-
stantially smaller. Second-neighborp-p hopping is unimpor-
tant. The signature of Wannier~orthogonal! orbitals shows
up in the Mnd-d parameters. Whereas direct hopping b
tween atomic orbitals should be negligible due to the di

TABLE I. Values of the 35 tight-binding parameters~in eV,
relative to the Fermi level! obtained from least squares fit to th
LAPW band structure. The spin splitting is confined to the Mnd
on-site energies~spin directions denoted by↑ and↓).

Atom Parameter Value~eV!

La «s 10.59
La « t2g

4.83
La «eg

4.60
Mn «s 9.90
Mn « t2g↑ ,« t2g↓ 22.80,10.64
Mn «eg↑ ,«eg↓ 21.03,11.83
O «ps 24.04
O «pp 22.57
La-La sss 0.00
La-La sds 10.34
La-La dds 20.85
La-La ddp 10.17
La-La ddd 20.02
Mn-Mn sss -0.48
Mn-Mn sds 10.19
Mn-Mn dds 20.16
Mn-Mn ddp 20.12
Mn-Mn ddd 20.01
~O-O!1 pps 10.46
~O-O!1 ppp 20.07
~O-O!2 pps 10.06
~O-O!2 ppp 20.04
La-Mn sss 20.43
La-Mn sds 10.32
La-Mn dds 10.28
La-Mn ddp 20.02
La-Mn ddd 0.09
La-Mn dss 20.09
La-O dps 21.76
La-O dpp 0.53
Mn-O sps 21.17
Mn-O dps 1.81
Mn-O dpp 20.89
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57 12 753TIGHT-BINDING COHERENT POTENTIAL . . .
tance, the parameters (dds)520.16 eV and (ddp)520.12
eV are not negligible. Several hopping parameters involv
La s andd and Mns are large, indicating that these states a
active in providing the good fit.

B. Comparison to LAPW bands

The densities of states~DOS! obtained from the TB fit,
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for majority and minority spins, r
spectively, are very similar to the first-principle

FIG. 1. Total and atom-decomposed densities of majority st
resulting from the tight-binding fit described in the text. The ene
scale extends throughout the range of bands that were fit.

FIG. 2. Total and atom-decomposed densities of minority sta
resulting from the tight-binding fit described in the text, plotted
in Fig. 1. Note the slightly occupied pocket at the Fermi level.
g
e

calculation20 especially near the Fermi level. The majori
t2g states are fully occupied, and theeg are half-filled, pro-
viding a large density of states for conduction. The minor
t2g states are only slightly occupied, meaning the Mn ion
in its Hund’s-rule high-spin configuration. The bands a
DOS near EF are most important, and they are crucial in t
minority channel where EF lies near a band edge. The di
tinction betweent2g andeg DOS was not plotted in Ref. 20
Figure 1 illustrates that the strongdps bonding drags Mneg
character into the lowerp bands, and leads to Ops charac-
ter in the broadband crossing the Fermi level.

IV. COHERENT POTENTIAL APPROXIMATION

The Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker CPA calculation of Butle
Zhang, and MacLaren~BZM! ~Ref. 21! treated disorder on
the cation~La/Ba! site only, replacing this site as usual wit
the ‘‘average scatterer’’ determined self-consistently. T
carriers experience disorder only to the extent that their w
function has amplitude on the cation site. We take the vie
point that the carriers, being primarily of Mnd character
with some Op character but negligible amplitude on th
cation site, will ‘‘feel’’ the disorder primarily through a shif
of the Mnd site energy arising from the distribution of loca
cation charges~La31, Ba21) on first- and second-neighbo
shells. The lowest La and Ba states (d) are completely un-
occupied, as can be seen in Figs. 1 and 2, so we neg
cation d-state disorder. In a sense then our treatmen
complementary to that of BZM, who evaluated the effect
disorder on the cation site but neglected the induced diso
on the Mn site.

A. Specification of disorder

The determination of thed-site energy for different loca
environments was obtained previously by Pickett a
Singh16 from calculations of ordered~La,Ba!MnO3 super-
cells. Both the associatedeg band edge and core-level ene
gies reflected the change in on-site energy due to the l
change in configuration of La31 and Ba21 ions. The distri-
bution of these site energies for more general cation arran
ments is modeled as random La31 and Ba21 charges
screened by a local dielectric constante510, which repro-
duced the supercell results. A Mn ion can have nine disti
site energies due to the occupation of the first-neighbor s
~eight La; seven La1 one Ba; six La1 two Ba; etc.!, and
each of these is split further by the seven distinct ene
shifts from the second-neighbor shell. Our TB-CPA tre
ment then becomes a multicomponent CPA with 63 differ
types of Mn ions, differing only by their site energy.

In Table II we list the possible configurations, the resu
ing energy shift, and the relative probability of occurrenc
for both first- and second-neighbor shells. The distribution
Mn site energies was shown graphically in Ref. 16. The f
width at half maximum of the~slightly broadened! distribu-
tion about the mean is 0.5 eV, which is the first measure
disorder broadening in this system.20

One may consider whether the local configuration of io
around a Mn site is of importance. For example, two Ba io
in the first shell may be adjacent to each other~on one side of
the Mn site! or, at the other extreme, they might lie on o
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12 754 57D. A. PAPACONSTANTOPOULOS AND W. E. PICKETT
posite sides of the Mn ion. Within a single-site theory su
as the CPA, differences that would arise cannot be trea
except to the extent that thet2g orbitals are affected differ-
ently from theeg ions~whose site energies we keep distinc!.
The first such correction is dipolar, with a vanishing shift
the site energy ofd orbitals. Quadrupolar terms may shifteg
orbitals with respect tot2g orbitals, but we expect such co
rections to be much smaller than those we have kept in
CPA calculation.

B. CPA formalism

In the formalism that we follow,22 only diagonal disorder
is treated. The CPA condition of zero average scattering
our case involves a sum with 63 terms,

(
151

63

ci t̂ i50, ~2!

where the probabilitiesci can be found from the values in th
product column in Table II, with sum normalized to unit
The scattering matricest̂ i have the form22

t̂ i5~ «̂ i2Ŝ !$12~ «̂ i2Ŝ !Ĝ%21, ~3!

where«̂ i is a diagonal matrix containing the on-site TB e
ergies for the Mnd levels (« t2g

and«eg
in Table I! modified

for each of the 63 configurations by adding the correspo

TABLE II. The list of all configurations of the first- and second
neighbor shells, if populated randomly by La31 and Ba21 ions with
the average occupation constrained to bex5

1
3. The energy shiftd«d

~eV! is given with respect to the mean Mnd site energy. The
multiplicity is the number of ways the set of atoms can be distr
uted on the shell, and the relative probability reflects the fact
La31 occupation of any site is twice as likely as Ba21 occupation.
The product gives the relative likelihood for that configuration o
curing in thex5

1
3 crystal.

La31,Ba21 Mult. Rel. Prob. Product d«d

First Shell

8 0 1 256 256 2
8

24

7 1 8 128 1024 2
5

24

6 2 28 64 1792 2
2

24

5 3 56 32 1792 1
1

24

4 4 70 16 1120 1
4

24

3 5 56 8 448 1
7

24

2 6 28 4 112 1
10
24

1 7 8 2 16 1
13
24

0 8 1 1 1 1
16
24

Second Shell

6 0 1 64 64 2
2
9

5 1 6 32 192 2
1
9

4 2 15 16 240 1
0
9

3 3 20 8 160 1
1
9

2 4 15 4 60 1
2
9

1 5 6 2 12 1
3
9

0 6 1 1 1 1
4
9

h
d,

f

e

in

-

ing quantityd«d from Table II. Ŝ is also a 535 diagonal

matrix containing two distinct self-energiesŜ t2g
and Ŝeg

.

Ĝ is the Green’s function given by an integral over t
Brillouin zone ~BZ!:

Ĝ~z,S!5
Vc

~2p!3EBZ

d3k

z2Ĥ~k,S!
, ~4!

wherez is the complex energy andVc is the unit cell vol-
ume. In this equation,Ĥ(k,S) is the full 21321 TB Hamil-
tonian modified by replacing the Mnd energies« t2g

and«eg

by S t2g
andSeg

, respectively. Equations~1!–~3! are solved
self-consistently by a Newton-Raphson method, with a u
form grid of 969 k points in the irreducible BZ and an imag
nary part of the energy of 8 mRy, to determineS and Ĝ at
each energy. Note that this procedure is repeated separ
for the majority and minority spins, which means that w
treat the disorder corresponding to the 63 different ‘‘M
sites,’’ but do not treat spin flips on a Mn site.

Having calculatedĜ we obtain the angular momentum
decomposed densities of states, for each spin and ang
momentuml separately, from the expression

Nl ~«!52
1

p
lim

z→«1

Im Ĝl l ~z,S!. ~5!

The spectral density is given by

A~k,«!52
1

p (
l

Im Gl l ~k,«!. ~6!

A(k,«) is the generalization of the band dispersion relat
Ek , which in the limit of a periodic crystal becomesd(«
2Ek). Below we will discuss the self-energy relative to th
site energy,dS i5S i2« i , whose real part gives the energ
shift, and whose imaginary part gives the magnitude of
disorder broadening which can be interpreted as an inv
lifetime.

V. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Self-energies

In Figs. 3 and 4, the self-energiesS i(«) ( i 5eg ,t2g) are
shown for majority and minority spins, respectively. The
figures are for solution of the CPA equations with an ima
nary part of the energy in Eq.~4! set to 8 mRy. Equivalent
results were obtained when a 4 mRy imaginary energy wa
used. Note thatuImS i(«)u is appreciable only where the M
i DOS is nonzero, and the shape bears some resemblan
the corresponding DOS, broadened somewhat. ReS i(«) fol-
lows the expected Hilbert transform of ImS i .

For the majority spin, uImS t2g
(«F)u vanishes, and

uImSeg
(«F)u58 meV. There is a relative energy shift ofeg

and t2g states by

Re@S t2g
~«F!2Seg

~«F!#510 meV, ~7!

but since theeg bands are broad and thet2g bands do not lie
at «F , this is of no consequence. The important result is

-
t

-
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57 12 755TIGHT-BINDING COHERENT POTENTIAL . . .
broadening, which provides an intrinsic lifetime for the m
jority carriers ofeg symmetry on the cube and sphere Fer
surfaces:16,20 \/t5uImSeg

(«F)u58 meV. Given the velocity

of the carriers,16 vF 5 ~7.1–7.6! 3107 cm/s, this gives an
intrinsic mean free pathl 5vFt5600 Å. Using r0

54p/Vp
2t, with16 \Vp51.9 eV, this limiting of transport

translates into a minimum residual resistivityr0515

FIG. 3. Real~dashed! and imaginary~solid! parts of the CPA
self-energy of the majority-spin states; the quantities plotted
Seg

2«eg
andS t2g

2« t2g
. The scale is with respect to the energies

the tight-binding bands, with Fermi level taken as the zero of
ergy. The imaginary part of the energy was 8 mRy for this C
calculation.

FIG. 4. Real~dashed! and imaginary~solid! parts of the CPA
self-energy of the minority-spin states, plotted as in Fig. 4.
-
i

mV cm. A value as low as 35mV cm was already reported
by Hwanget al.23

The minority spin is more interesting: if the occupie
states are localized, as inferred previously,16 the ferromag-
netic x5 1

3 material is half-metallic. Only states oft2g char-
acter reside at«F , so theeg self-energies will not be dis-
cussed. At or very near«F ReS t2g

(«F)5218 meV and

uImS t2g
(«F)u58–10 meV. One interesting feature is the sh

in energies of different spins at the Fermi level:

ReS t2g↑~«F!2ReSeg↓~«F!5216 meV. ~8!

This will result in a transfer of spin from majority to minor
ity. This effect can be estimated as follows. Near the ba
edge the virtual-crystal DOSN(«) goes as«1/2 so the num-
ber of carriersN(«)}«3/2. The relative change in number o
carriers is

dN
N 5

d logN
d log«

d«

«F
5

3

2

d«

«F
. ~9!

The 10% increase in~minority! Fermi energy (d«516 meV,
«F5150 meV! translates into a 15% increase in minori
carriers.

This change in the magnetization can be considered
arising from a disorder-induced ‘‘magnetic field’’~relative
shift of spin-up and spin-down bands! and as such it will be
proportional to the phase space for spins to flip direction, i
N↑(«F)N↓(«F). If this change in spin moment were treate
self-consistently~as it should be!, the response of the ex
change potential would oppose the change in spin. The
effect is likely to be negligible.

For the question of localization, a shift in the minori
Fermi level may become more relevant. If the shift~self-
consistently! increases the number of minority carriers, th
the minority Fermi level moves farther from the band edg
with a concomitant decrease in the tendency toward local
tion of all of the carriers. However, the CPA alone is insu
ficient to determine localization of states or, equivalently,
position of the mobility edge below which electronic stat
are nonconducting.

In Fig. 5 we show a detail of the gap region, plotting t

re
f
-

FIG. 5. The minorityt2g components of bothN(E) ~in units of
0.1 states/eV! and the absolute value of ImS~E! ~meV!, illustrating
their great similarity in the gap region.
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12 756 57D. A. PAPACONSTANTOPOULOS AND W. E. PICKETT
t2g minority components of bothN(E) and ImS(E). It is
evident that at the edge of the gap region and below, t
behave very similarly. Since this pseudogap lies in a reg
of a large majority density of states, it will be difficult t
resolve its magnitude and energy dependence in many s
troscopies and in thermodynamic properties. Processes
volving spin flips, however, such as the NMR spin-latti
relaxation rate or even the magnetic susceptibility, provid
good probe of these minority characteristics. Experimen
study, and further theoretical study beyond the CPA, to le
the density dependence and the temperature scaling~at low
T!TC) will be required for further understanding of th
minority-spin pseudogap.

VI. SUMMARY

We have presented a TB parametrization of the b
structure of virtual-crystal La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 that is high qual-
ity throughout the entire valence-band–conduction-band
gion, and is particularly accurate in the region of the Fer
level. This parametrization allowed us to extract the e
change splitting of the Mnd states, which are crystal fiel
dependent, and their crystal-field splittings, which are diff
ent for different spins. Band effects are dominated by
Mn-O (dds) and (ddp) parameters, as expected, a
nearest-neighbor O-O (pps) hopping is also important. The
K.
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e

parametrization has been formulated in a way~hopping pro-
cesses are spin independent! that makes the treatment of sp
disorder straightforward.19

Within the CPA, we have calculated the effect on t
carriers of the distribution of Mn site energies arising fro
the random occupation of nearest- and next-nearest-neig
shells by La31 and Ba21 ions. This model leads to a distri
bution of 63 different site energies, whose cooperative eff
was evaluated within the coherent potential approximati
Due to the averaging that occurs within the CPA, the car
self-energies~both the energy shift and the broadening! are
one order of magnitude smaller than the rms Mn site ene
variation. This amount of disorder predicts a minimum res
tivity in the low-temperature, saturated ferromagnetic ph
of 15 mV cm, which is only a factor of 2 less than the lowe
reported resistivity we are aware of. For increasingT, mag-
netic fluctuations increase and become precipitous as lo
range magnetic order vanishes atTC . The TB model intro-
duced in this paper should be useful in studying this dyna
behavior.
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